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Beacons
by Cloudkicker
We're goin' in. We're going down. 00:00 / 05:15

Cloudkicker
Digital Album

Columbus, Ohio

Streaming + Download
Follow

Includes high-quality download in MP3, FLAC and more. Paying
supporters also get unlimited streaming via the free Bandcamp app.

Buy Digital Album

My name is Ben
Sharp and I have
been making music
under the banner of
Cloudkicker since
2007. I write, record,
mix, and master
everything at my
home in Columbus.

name your price

Send as Gift

1. We are going to invert... 00:41
2. Here, wait a minute! Damn it! 01:47
3. We're goin' in. We're going down. 05:15
4. Oh, god. 05:40
5. I admit it now. I was scared. 02:04
6. We were all scared. 02:29
7. Push it way up! 07:16
8. ...it's just wide-open field. 02:21
9. It's bad. We're hit, man, we are hit.
06:01
10. Amy, I love you. 07:56
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GMagi Incredibly technically executed, and composed;
assembled- principle discipline and an album experience.
Favorite track: Oh, god..
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Jevon Wright This is one of the most incredible albums I've
heard off of Bandcamp. Wow.
Favorite track: Push it way up!.
Inflaymes Not only have I followed Cloudkicker for many
years, to open up my new Beacons vinyl album only to
find my Firefighting crew from Andersen A.F.B., Guam on
the inner sleeves working Korean Airlines crash, Flight
801 for 14 hours!! This was almost surreal, much like the
album!
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